Initialization of Rear Right Door Window Motor for 2011 Porsche

Tested Model:
- Porsche Cayenne, 2011, VIN=WPIAC2923CLA****, see Picture 1.

Function Explanation:
- To remove or replace the rear right door window motor on 2011 Porsche, it is required to use X-431 decoder to perform the window motor initialization.
Operation Guideline:

1. Select Porsche Version V21.91 or above.
2. Select fast test, see Picture 2.

3. Select rear right door, see Picture 3.
4. Select special function, see Picture 4.
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5. Click power window standardization, see Picture 5.
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6. It prompts the conditions for standardizing power window: Terminal 15 on, vehicle speed=0km/h, engine not running, battery voltage above 9V, and power window system working normal. After confirmation, click OK, see Picture 6.

7. It prompts the safety tips for power window standardization. After closing the door and confirming the safety, click OK, see Picture 7.
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9. In about 1 minute, it shows the power window standardization completed and no DTC is returned, see Picture 9. Troubles are removed and the function is now normal.
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